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“Life has always seemed to me like a plant that lives on its 
rhizome. Its true life is invisible, hidden in the rhizome. The 
part that appears above ground lasts only a single summer. 
Then it withers away—an ephemeral apparition. When we 
think of the unending growth and decay of life and 
civilizations, we cannot escape the impression of absolute 
nullity. Yet I have never lost a sense of something that lives 
and endures underneath the eternal flux. What we see is the 
blossom, which passes. The rhizome remains.”. 

Carl Gustav Jung
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Botany 
Subterranean stem of certain plants, generally horizontal, 
which on the one hand throws vertical aerial branches 
and on the other roots. 

Philosophy 
In philosophy, it is a philosophical concept developed by 
Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari in their project 
Capitalism and Schizophrenia (1972, 1980). 

For them, a rhizome is a descriptive or epistemological 
model in which the organization of the elements does not 
follow lines of hierarchical subordination —with a base or 
root giving rise to multiple branches, according to the 
well-known Porphyry tree model—, but any element can 
affect or affect any other (Deleuze & Guattari 1972:13). 

In a rhizomatic model, any asserted predicate of one 
element can influence the conception of other elements of 
the structure, regardless of their reciprocal position. The 
rhizome therefore lacks a center, a feature that has made 
it of particular interest in contemporary philosophy of 
science and society, semiotics, and communication 
theory. 

Basis 
Our rhizome is the FLAMENCO. It is the origin and the 
result. The origin for being what unites us, and the result 
for being what we are. 

In this show we look for the roots of what we are. We let 
ourselves be carried away by the essence of each of the 
artists that accompany us. Being the root (biological 
rhizome) and the way of feeling of each artist 
(philosophical rhizome) allow us to create unique 
moments within a mystical atmosphere. 

Listening to the cante, the guitar, the palmas… Listening 
to ourselves! We invite you to let yourself be carried away 
by the magic of the moment. 

Performance 
Presented at the Pavón Theater in Madrid on September 
16 and 17, 2021, within the I Pavón Flamenco Festival. 

Notes 
RIZOMA is the result of a joint reflection between all the 
artists. 

We have worked to shape a joint show where we all feel 
part of it and can express ourselves as we are. No add-ons. 
Only us. 

We hope you enjoy it as much as we have enjoyed creating 
this representation of who we are and what unites us from a 
common root. 

 José Maya & Pastora Galván
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"To dance is to get away from this world and the other, to tear the heart, and to get up from one's own soul". Rumi

The constant and obligatory search for temporality through art 
invites us to explore the different aesthetic watering holes of the 
soul in which, once immersed in, we are capable of transporting 
ourselves to another time. All of these ourselves and times are 
joined by the rhizome. 

With sensitivity on the surface, the conversation between cante, 
the baile and the toque is only attractive to us when technique 
does not invade everything. The technique is only under the yoke 
of art. 

The Rhizome remains. Only then does El Flamenco take us by the 
hand and invite us to rise up and get away from the madding 
crowd. 

They are united by the same need to reach a state of freedom, 
transporting us to the freshness of other times, where 
communication between watches does not exist. 

The concept of past, present and future has no place.
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The SHOW

Scene Palo Who? Lenght
Celebración Verdiales José & Pastora 5’
Arab wail Alfilila Angelita Montoya 8’
Luna Lunera Bulerías de Triana Pastora & Angelita 4’
Arab wail Alfilila Angelita Montoya 4’
Metal - Water Martinete / Seguiríya José Maya 7’
Rhizome Soleá El Pele 8’
Metal - Reflections Seguiriya El Pele y Pastora 7’
Delirium Alegrías El Pele y José 7’
Barefoot sand Tangos de Triana José, Pastora, Angelita 6’
Ceremony Alboreá José, Pastora, Angelita 6’
BIS Fandangos José & Pastora 5’

67’

After the celebration, two souls celebrate their meeting by dancing a Jota. 

A wail tells the story of two lost lovers who just disappeared one night... 

She was a carnival moon, scarlet, swirling dream, purple cloak. He watched her 
while she was dreaming. He watched her walk away from him with the oriental 
cantaora. 

Alone, he wakes up on the water, appreciating sounds, metals, the oblique 
interior. 

He woke up, and kept looking… she was just a moan, a night of eagles, a coming 
and going of unknown faces, of crazy dreams, of silver kites. "And I felt her 
tremble against me like a moon in the water." 

Who will put the remedy? Who will give us light? Where is the way? History 
becomes desire… The archangel on the stairs, barefoot, whirls them around. 

In this journey of distorted sounds, the vertiginous race to discover their inner 
rhythms reminds us that the technique vanishes with time: we assit to the naked 
reality of a conversation between souls,  with no artifice. 

Everything is concretized in a barefoot dance feeling the power of the Earth in 
the feet. And the Earth feeling the power of their bare feet. 

In this show Pastora & José celebrate life. 

They disappear.



Daughter of José Galván, Pastora (Seville, 1980) has dancing in her 
blood. Of the family heritage and the influence of her brother Israel 
Galván, an arGst who takes flamenco dance to the forefront, has taken 
her own path that has led her to be one of the most presGgious 
dancers today. 

In 1995, at the age of 15, she traveled to the United States for the first 
Gme with the San Francisco Flamenco Theater Company. The following 
year she taught courses at Stanford University and performed in 
France with the Israel Galván Company. He has taken the dance to the 
main Spanish theaters and tablaos, as well as to numerous ciGes in 
Europe, Japan, the United States, the Middle East, Cuba, among 
others. 

She has been invited several Gmes the most important flamenco and 
dance fesGvals in the world: Biennial Flamenco, Mont-de-Marsans, the 
Corral del Carbón fesGval in Granada; Alburqueque, Argeles-sur-Mer 
and Monterrey (Mexico); Flamenco in the Sun fesGval in Miami; Sherry 
FesGval; Andalucía Flamenca, Málaga en Flamenco, Montpellier Danse 
and the Granada InternaGonal FesGval; Flamenco FesGval (USA) and 
Flamenco Biennial of the Netherlands; Nimes Flamenco FesGval, … 

Seville's Bienal de Flamenco deserves special a`enGon for having 
hosted Pastora's dance in all its ediGons since 1998.

Pastora 
Galván
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Born in 1983 into a gypsy family of arGsts: painters, actors, and 
writers. Some ancestors are the historic dancer Fernanda Romero, 
the singer Rafael Romero "El Gallina", the great theater actor Pepe 
Maya or the painter Antonio Maya. 

At the age of nine he made his debut at the Albéniz theater in 
Madrid with Antonio Canales, Juan Ramírez and Joaquín Grilo. With 
thirteen he became part of the companies of "El Güito" and 
Manolete. 

In 1998 he won the Pavón Cup Award. In 2000 he won the Best 
Dancer Award at the Albéniz Theater Choreography Contest. 

With the brilliant French filmmaker Tony Gatlif he is the first dancer 
in his film “VerGges”. Since 2007 he has been a member of the 
Maestro TomaGto sextet, with whom he conGnues to tour Europe, 
America, China, Russia and Japan to this day. Likewise, Vicente Amigo 
counts on him for his European tours. He parGcipates in the tours of 
Marc Anthony, Beyoncé, Björk or Juan Luis Guerra as a soloist. 

He se`les in Paris in 2012 where he founds his school. 

He has parGcipated in the main fesGvals in the world: Suma 
Flamenca, the Bienal of Seville, La Ville`e in Paris, Monaco, New 
York, San Francisco, Montreal, Austria, Japan, China, Russia, …

José Maya
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Manuel Moreno Maya, “El Pele”, was born in Córdoba in January 
1954. He began to sing in the streets, tablaos and fairs of the city 
to help his family financially. 

At the age of 15, he won the Cayetano Muriel singing contest. It 
will be the first of the prizes that he will win throughout his career, 
among others, the NaGonal Flamenco Art Contest, the Pastora 
Pavón prize, the Giraldillo of the Flamenco Biennial and the Gold 
Medal for Merit in Fine Arts. Arts. In 1990, aqer listening to an 
album of his, David Bowie called him to be his opening act at 
concerts in Madrid and Barcelona. He had previously collaborated 
with Prince. He also performs with renowned flamenco figures 
such as Paco de Lucía, Enrique Morente, Manolo Sanlúcar, 
Camarón de la Isla, Lole y Manuel, Juan el Habichuela... 

He forms an arGsGc partnership with guitarist Vicente Amigo, 
producing some of his most significant albums such as "Poeta de 
Esquinas Bleaches", "Fuente de lo jondo" and "Canto". 

Giraldillo Award at the Seville Flamenco Biennial (2012) 
Gold Medal for Merit in Fine Arts (2019).

El Pele
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Belonging to the Montoya family, where she confesses that she 
has forged herself as an arGst, daughter of bailaor Juan Montoya 
and cantaora Antonia Rodríguez “La Negra”. She made her debut 
at the age of nine in the play "New Day", directed by Lole and 
Manuel. She has sung alongside great flamenco figures such as 
Fernando de Utrera, Chocolate, Chano Lobato or Camarón and for 
great dance figures such as Manuela Carrasco, Joaquín Cortés or 
Pastora Galván. 

From her extensive career, we can highlight her Gme at various 
Flamenco FesGvals such as Seville Biennial, Malaga Biennial, Potaje 
Gitano de Utrera, La Caracolá de Lebrija, FesGval de Cante Grande 
de Puente Genil, among others. It is also worth noGng her Gme at 
the "Tablao flamenco Cordobés" during her stay in Barcelona and 
"El Arenal", in Seville. 

In 2017 she records what will be her first album "Versos 
Olvidados" with musical direcGon and composiGon by Alejandro 
Cruz Benavides, a tribute to the poetesses around the generaGon 
of 27. 

Throughout her career she has reached an arGsGc maturity on 
stage that she dominates with her elegant and serene presence.

Angelita 
Montoya
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Manuel Tañé's cante is unique and has been described as “wild” by 
many connoisseurs. At only 14 years old he was already singing in 
El Lagar de Tío Parrilla and shortly aqer he presented himself to 
the public as a singer. 

His training was perfected in the tablaos, the Arenal in Seville and 
the Cordobes in Barcelona and this led him to the company of 
Antonio "El Pipa" in 1996. He remained in this company for 11 
years, touring around the world and acGng in the most important 
theaters. This experience that has made him known has helped 
him a lot in his career since numerous arGsts have been capGvated 
by his voice and have claimed him in his performances, arGsts such 
as Concha Vargas, Manuela Carrasco, El Farru , María Juncal, 
among many others. 

Thanks to his extraordinary mastery of cantes, Manuel has also 
performed solo on many occasions. He has parGcipated in 
numerous fesGvals such as: La Bienal, the Córdoba fesGval, Jerez, 
La Unión, Havana, Madrid, Cairo…

Manuel 
Tañé
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This Sevillian guitarist, known as “El Perla”, began to stand out as a 
child. At just 15 years old, he accompanied the mythical singer 
Antonio Núñez “Chocolate”, to conGnue with great figures such as 
Fernanda and Bernarda de Utrera or La Paquera de Jerez. 

Among the shows in which he has parGcipated, “Al Andalus” 
stands out, where he shares the stage with the well-known bailaor 
“Farruquito”. As a result of this performance he began to work on 
the play “Los Farrucos”, being the only guitarist on the tour they 
made in the United States. 

It is also worth menGoning the work “Latente”, which he staged 
together with bailaor José Maya, in which arGsts of the stature of 
José Valencia, Rubio de Pruna and Juana la del Pipa appear. 
His touch, of great purity, is influenced by the schools of Niño 
Ricardo and Diego del Gastor, among others.

El Perla
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He was born in Madrid on May 20, 1978, in a family of great 
artists, his father is Tito Losada, the figure who has contributed the 
most to his musical career. 

He accompanies the bests dancers such as Antonio Canales, Sara 
Baras and Eva "Yerbabuena" He participated in the show 'Enrique 
Morente y Tomatito' performed at Carnegie Hall in NY (2005). 

She produces the album 'Sembrando concerns' (Karonte 2002) by 
guitarist Ramón Jiménez as well as 'Misa flamenca' by Tito Losada. 

She collaborates in the shows and albums of important artists such 
as Duquende, Guadiana, Pepe Luis Carmona or Diego el Cigala o 
Niña pastori. 

He intervenes as a percussionist in the musical 'Vertige' (2007) 
under the direction of Tony Gatlif. 

He plays for Tomatito with whom he collaborated on well-known 
shows such as 'Sonata Suite’, as well and with the National 
Orchestra of Spain.

Lucky 
Losada
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STAGE 
MOUTH: 10 meters 
BACKGROUND: 8 meters 
LARGE: 12 meters 
HIGH: 12 meters 
Direct access to Stage from dressing rooms 
LIGHTS 
19 Hot Spot Housing ETC 750W 15/30 
2 Hot Spot Housing ETC 750W 25/50  
14 PC 1000W 
53 PAR 64 1000W Nº5 
3 Iris & 13 GOBO HOLDER 
1 smoke machine Hazer. 
67 Dimmer Channels 2000 W 
30 Circuits floor  
Filter Frame & Barndoor for all hot spots 
Table mixer LT of 24 submaster or similar 
SOUND 
P.A. SYSTEMS  
Please provide a quality pro audio sound system, offering 
good coverage of the venue, including in/out fills/balcony, 
and capable of delivering 110Db of clear, undistorted audio at 
the mix position. The PA System shall be at an absolute 
minimum a stereo line array with a stereo input to the main 
hang and separate sub-bass input. If possible independent 
time aligned inputs for other PA zones (eg lip fills, side hangs, 
balcony fills etc) would be helpful.  

Acceptable examples are: 
 o L’Acoustic’s o D&B Series large format line array with 
cardiod subs. o Adamson Y-Series o And wherever possible:  
the array shall be flown downstage of the front edge of the 
stage the subs shall be flown with the array or: the subs shall 
be coupled to the floor but not located on the stage.  
MIXERS OPTIONS 
FOH Mixing position: 
 Shall be on the center of venue o shall be located on the floor 
no further  
than 75 % of the distance from the front of the stage to the 
back of the audience area.  
FOH CONSOLE  
Console Mixers, Midas Pro1, Pro2, M32, Yamaha cl5, ql5. 
Analogic case.This kind of console has to be 9 outputs 
minimum. For this configuration we also need 5 compressor, 
dbx 1066, one Tc electronic 3000, 1 x pcm81, and a delay two 
de tc electronics.  
MONITORS WORLD  
The monitors mixers will be do from F.O.H. In the case than 
we have a monitor console, please cosult us. 
STEREO SIDE FILLS.  
6 x D&B C7, Nexo Ps15, Meyer Cq1 (3 per side) All the stereo 
sidefill’s shall be flown.  
MONITORS WEDGES  
2 x L’Acoustic’s 115XT, Nexo Ps15, Meyer Um 100P (2 sends) 
1 x Genelec 8030. (for guitar whit stam).
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Channel Instrument Microphone Comment
Nº 1 Cajón Shure Beta 91ª
Nº 2 Oh prk L Akg 414/Akg C-3000
Nº 3 Oh prk R Akg 414/Akg C-3000
Nº 4 Guitarra. Dpa 4099. Wireless
Nº 5 Voice 1 Shure beta 53/ Sennheiser Hsp4 Wireless
Nº 6 Voice 2 Shure beta 53/ Sennheiser Hsp4 Wireless
Nº 7 Voice 3 Shure beta 53/ Sennheiser Hsp4 Wireless
Nº 8 floor 1 Lavalier. Wireless
Nº 9 floor 2 Crown Pcc 160
Nº 10 floor 3 Crown Pcc 160
Nº 11 floor 4 Crown Pcc 160
Nº 12 floor 5 Crown Pcc 160
Nº 13 floor 6 Crown Pcc 160
Nº 14 floor 7 Crown Pcc 160
Nº 15 floor 8 Crown Pcc 160
Nº 16 floor 9 Crown Pcc 160
Nº 17 floor 10 Crown Pcc 160
Nº 18 floor 11 Crown Pcc 160
Nº 19 floor 12 Crown Pcc 160
Nº 20 floor 13 Crown Pcc 160
Nº 21 floor 14 Crown Pcc 160
Nº 22 floor 15 Crown Pcc 160
Nº 23 Spare Shure beta 53/ Sennheiser Hsp4

STAFF 
MOUNTING: 2 for lighting, 1 for machinery and 1 for sound 
mounting (it can be the theater’s staff) 
LIVE: 1 lighting tech &  1 sound tech (our staff) 

ATREZZO 
METAL PLATE: Iron, 1 x1 meter, 3 mm thick 
SAND: 40 L of bird cage floor dressing (sanibird or similar) 
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HIGHLIGHTS 

Tangos de Triana: 
https://youtu.be/xtWfzZIsEjs 
Pastora Galván 
José Maya 
Angelita Montoya 
El Perla 

Alegrías: 
https://youtu.be/Ruuvlb1Us_0 
Jose Maya 
El Pele 
El Perla 

Resumé: 
https://youtu.be/Yev5UgktTM4 

COMPLET SHOW 
On demand

https://youtu.be/xtWfzZIsEjs
https://youtu.be/xtWfzZIsEjs
https://youtu.be/Ruuvlb1Us_0
https://youtu.be/Yev5UgktTM4
https://youtu.be/Yev5UgktTM4
https://youtu.be/Ruuvlb1Us_0
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Contacto: 
Daniel Torres 

(0033) 787151877 
daniel@leplatoprod.com

Dance: José Maya & Pastora Galván 
Guest Star: El Pele 
Voice: Angelita Montoya 
Voice: Manuel Tañé 
Guitar: El Perla 
Percussions: Lucky Losada 

Produced by: leplató 
Sound: José Lavado 
Lights: Marino Zabaleta 
Contact: Daniel Torres 
daniel@leplatoprod.com 
(0033)787151877

RIZOMA

USA Contact: 
Pamela Nicolás 
+1 (510) 676-1494 

mailto:daniel@leplatoprod.com
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